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Bestselling author Bob Phillips saves the day once again with another heroically humorous

collection of knock-knock jokes. Kids can choose their favorite knock-knocks to liven up

someone else's afternoon or just spend long family trips entertaining themselves. Perfect for

bringing a smile to anyone's face, Super Incredible Knock-Knock Jokes for Kids will keep

youngsters and their friends laughing for quite some time.Knock, knock.Who's there?A little

boy.A little boy who?A little boy who can't reach the doorbell.With so much good clean fun in

hand, kids will be able to astound their parents, defeat all signs of boredom, and have a

wonderful time adding a little slap-happy silliness to people's lives.
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Author1Please Come Back Later!Knock, knock.Who’s there?Abby.Abby who?Abby birthday to

you!Knock, knock.Who’s there?Abbey.Abbey who?Abbey, C, D, E, F, G!Knock, knock.Who’s

there?Ach.Ach who?Gesundheit!Knock, knock.Who’s there?Ada.Ada who?Ada lot for

breakfast.Knock, knock.Who’s there?Adair.Adair who?Adair once but now I’m bald.Knock,

knock.Who’s there?Adolf.Adolf who?Adolf ball hit me in the mowf.Knock, knock.Who’s there?

Agatha!Agatha who?Agatha sore tooth! It’s killing me!Knock, knock.Who’s there?

Ahmed.Ahmed who?Ahmed a mistake! I think I’m at the wrong house.Knock, knock.Who’s

there?Aida.Aida who?Aida whole box of chocolates and I feel really sick.Knock, knock.Who’s

there?Aitch.Aitch who?Bless you.
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GingerH, “Finally, more knock-knock jokes. We got this as a gift for our 11 year old nephew. He

loves to tell jokes. These are 'clean' and good fun for kids. He enjoys reading them to his

younger brother and cousins. It was great to open up his repertoire to more than just his

standard five knock-knock jokes that were driving the rest of us batty. You can only pretend to

be caught up ion one for the first time maybe the first 837 times you hear it. They were cute for

the most part. Definitely geared for kids.”

elderberryjam, “Humor Improvement for the Novice Child Joke-Teller. We have an 8 year old

who kept telling knock knock jokes she made up, that were senseless. This went on for about

two years, and we dreaded to hear the words, "Knock Knock." They were getting very old. I

bought her this book, and now she is telling more tolerable knock knock jokes. I expect her to

be a stand-up comedian soon.”

Rinrin, “Great for kids who are still trying to figure out the meaning of "punch line". I got this for

my eight year old who was struggling to tell a joke because she didn't understand what a

"punch line" was. She immediately wrote her name in the inside cover and has been studying

it for about a week now. She now throws in a joke at the dinner table, which actually make

sense!  It's all clean, silly and some are actually funny for grown-ups.”

FJV, “Fun for kids. Bought this for my granddaughter and she loves it. I always read it also and

we have fun with the family.  Recommended it to you.”

Bonnie F DiGregorio, “Knock, knock.... This book is filled with knock, knock jokes that children

will find very comical. My daughter can't stop reading them to all of us. There aren't many

pictures just mainly words. They are listed alphabetically so they are easy to go back to. We

have tons of fun reading this in the car on road trips and it also encourages my kids to create

their own.”

Eric, “Perfect for beginning readers. This was a Christmas present for a beginning reader. It

has worked out great, because the person that got the book loves knock-knock jokes, so the

motivation to read all the jokes was there. The book not only teaches great knock-knock jokes,

it also improves reading acuity.”

Janice Jones, “Great for young kids. My 6 year old grandson is really into knock-knock jokes

and reading. So this book is perfect for him as he is reading above his grade level and loves to

read the jokes to everybody. The jokes are corny as always but it is to be expected for knock-

knock jokes.”

The book by Bob Phillips has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 62 people have provided feedback.
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